The 1 -minimization ( 1 -min) used to seek the sparse solution restricts the applicability of compressed sensing. In this study, We use the existing 1 -min algorithms as a pre-process step that converts the iterative optimization into linear addition and multiplication operations. This paper then proposes a data separation algorithm with computationally efficient strategies to achieve real-time performance of sparse-based motion detection.
The 1 -minimization ( 1 -min) used to seek the sparse solution restricts the applicability of compressed sensing. In this study, We use the existing 1 -min algorithms as a pre-process step that converts the iterative optimization into linear addition and multiplication operations. This paper then proposes a data separation algorithm with computationally efficient strategies to achieve real-time performance of sparse-based motion detection.
For a given signal y ∈ R m , the proposed approach separates y as the linear combination of the basis vectors e i , which is defined as atoms in this paper:
where γ i is the coefficient of y over the basis vectors e i , and it could be computed easily by simply projecting y on a basic vector e i , i.e., the i-th coordinate of y. For example, the image vector in this work is separated to the smallest atoms e i which contains one non-zero standard element as:
The signal is not limited to the atom used in this work, but can be separated into a variety of patterns of atoms. Each e i can be considered as the observed signal and convert original 1 -min problem P 1 as follows:
where β β β i is defined as the children sparse vector in this paper. Inspired by [2], we assume that the sparse solution α of y can be separated into the linear combination of its children sparse vector β β β i as follows:
For the motion detection problem, we can pre-solve the children sparse vector β β β i with the existing 1 -min algorithms. Then, the sparse solution of a new signal or image y can be rapidly obtained by Eq. (4). Then, the iterative process in the existing 1 algorithms is replaced by addition and multiplication operations. Another important question is about the numerical distance of the sparse solution between the use of the classic 1 -min and data separation algorithm. The distance is acceptable for many applications, (e.g., motion detection), but not for others, (e.g., image deblurring). If tolerable in a specific work, distance can be used as acceleration engine, which can dramatically improve applicability. The numerical distance can be visually represented as the recovered error in Fig. 1 . Although the recovered results are not the best, the proposed data separation approach can significantly accelerate the 1 -min.
We construct the image atoms e i in Eq. (2) as the same size as the background I B . The Bregman iterative algorithm [3] is employed to calculate the children sparse vector β β β i of e i . Consequently, the background model based on sparse representation can be rewritten as follows:
where γ i is linear coefficients of the background model I B over the atom e i .
Detection requires a high level of consideration to enhance the robustness because the dynamic textures or complicated environment can affect the corrupted frame I. In this work, we project the current frame I over the pre-learned dictionary D and compute the sparse codes α with the data separation algorithm. Then, the formula is converted as follows:
where γ i is linear coefficients of current frame I over the atom e i . Accordingly, we compare each patch to decide whether the frame belongs to the foreground through the distribution of the sparse coefficients.
where ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are the differences of sparse coefficients distributions and values between the background model and the current frame.
To obtain a more precision result, we post-process the differences of the sparse coefficients as shown in follow:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the unitary parameters which determine the weight of ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 respectively. This work is at very preliminary stages. How the signal separated into basic atoms has remained an open question. A satisfactory result can be obtained in separating the signal even with the use of the simplest method as demonstrated by this work. Another future work is to measure the numerical difference of the sparse solution with or without using data separation. The difference is acceptable for motion detection, but it does not mean it can be used for other applications. Thus, mathematically defining this difference is able to decide the potential of the data separation algorithm. 
